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ABSTRACT 
  
 This study focused on analyzing inner conflicts of Simba as the main 
character, to get a theme of The Lion King. One of the interesting aspects is the main 
character and according to the writer provide a lot of the values of life. Especially 
some of the choices and decisions faced by Simba in inner conflict that he 
experienced, which is discussed in this study to provide some keywords for the writer 
to find a theme of the story. After the writer analyzed the inner conflict of the main 
characterthe results that there is a connection between inner conflicts and theme, that 
the writer concludes in one sentence, “life is not about choosing, but how to 
proceed”. Based on the life of Simba which is full of choices,  through the study the 
writer concludes that any options offered by this world, a person had to decide, no 
matter how serious and difficult as any, life must go on. 
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